Living Well in New Orleans

“We’re designing for
your home, so it is
your personality and
interests that will stand
out – not ours.”
Jennifer DiCerbo,
The French Mix

Current, without being trendy. Sophisticated, but not fussy. A talented interior
designer dresses your home with flair and finesse that reflect your style …
and your lifestyle.
Creating a home’s ambience involves more than selecting furniture styles and
choosing colors and fabrics.
“Selecting your home’s décor is about surrounding you with what you love, what
gives you joy and peace and a sense of comfort,” says Jennifer DiCerbo, owner
and interior designer at The French Mix. “Decorating or renovating a home’s
décor is a collaborative effort with your own choices and ideas as our starting point.”

uniquely you

The award-winning design team at The French Mix
works within your budget to create a look that expresses your sense of style.
“We’re the designer you want if you don’t want your home to be just like
your neighbors’,” says Jennifer.
The French Mix has a 3,000 square foot showroom that welcomes visitors to
explore. Jennifer attends markets six times a year, working with thousands of
product lines from all over the world. She continually searches for interesting
pieces, from furniture and rugs to artwork and accessories, to stimulate clients’
imagination and exceed their expectations.
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“There are beautiful fabrics that look
like velvet but are actually durable,
washable fabrics,” Jennifer points out.
“We have many options for creating
beautiful yet functional designs to fit
any lifestyle.”
Jennifer notes, too, that The French
Mix creates designs that will stand
the test of time. “We don’t use trendy
colors or fabrics on large pieces of
furniture or ‘investment’ items,” she
says. “We’ll use eye-catching colors
and designs on less expensive items
that can be easily and affordably
replaced as styles and tastes change.

“Our goal is to design spaces your
family will love to live in, and enjoy
for years.”

Because The French Mix showroom has such a wide selection, it can provide
design changes for a single room or a whole house, creating an ambience that
feels naturally evolved, never contrived.
“People often think an interior designer will put his or her own ‘stamp’ on their
homes, and be prohibitively expensive in the process,” observes Jennifer.
“While it’s true that a unique look will cost more than a ‘big box store’ treatment,
we can work within budgets to create stunning results to complement your
lifestyle. This is especially important for families with growing children who
will add to wear and tear.
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